
HOW TO WRITE A TV NEWS REPORT SCRIPT IN TAGALOG

NEWS REPORTING SONG 9 HOST 1: ALAMIN NATIN ANG MAINIT NA 22 OF PERTH TOLD 10 NINE NETWORK
TELEVISION NEWS ON SUNDAY.

If the story looks at footage of people responding to the Pope's retirement in St. Humor and wit are also
important, especially when discussing light issues. Was this step helpful? Last, wrap-up the story with
concrete information. For example, an active sentence would be, "The burglar fired the gun," as opposed to a
passive sentence such as, "The gun was fired by the burglar. But again, it lets the viewer know that the next
story is going to be about Iraq. Can you please do me a favor by giving some intro? Consider it like a short
term paper where you state your findings and how you got there - by backing up facts. For instance, instead of
saying illness, use outbreak for the lead in. I'm writing my editing script for a story I'm doing on small
businesses in Philadelphia, but I'm having trouble writing an anchor intro for my story. Broadcast: Police say
the man robbed the bank, then drove nearly 10 miles before he was caught. You might want to write, "Mayor
Johnson held a news conference earlier today. Broadcast copy must be as simple as possible. Example: Print:
President Barack Obama and congressional Democrats sought to ease Republican complaints about a massive
economic stimulus plan Friday, meeting with GOP leaders in the White House and promising to consider
some of their recommendations. The lead-in sentence almost serves as a kind of headline for the story. The
Pentagon hasn't yet released the soldiers' names. I need to know good techniques of preparing news scripts for
television? Be Sure to Write for the Ear Always read your script out loud in a conversational tone so you can
judge if an audience will be able to understand it. If you find you've put a longer word in a sentence, replace it
with a shorter one. Avoid the Passive Voice Passive voice writing jumbles up the usual sequence of subject,
verb, object in active voice writing. Write Stories for People It's easy to get mired in what your writing and
forget who you're writing forâ€”the people watching your newscast. Have your own notes. When writing, it's a
good idea to pretend that someone is sitting across from you. That means a news writer has to be a salesperson
and sell the product as something superior to the competition. Related Papers. Your purpose is to ask
questions for clarity. If you only had one line to tell your story, it would be, "Pilgrims began arriving at St.
You are given a partner for a good reason. The seminar-workshop, which will be held at the UP College of
Mass Communication, will be conducted by faculty members of the Communication Research Department
who have extensive experience as research professors and practitioners in the field of the Social Sciences. D: 
For instance, words like cite" might be confused with "site" or "sight" and should be avoided. How to write a
script for a reporter role in a play? UPCMCFI will be holding a two-day seminar workshop on June , on how
to prepare or write a thesis or dissertation paper and its indispensable research component. Active: Police
arrested the robbers. There are subjects that are difficult or very technical to explain for a reporter, which is
why a good resource person is necessary. Who is involved. Here's an example of a broadcast news item. Keep
It Conversational Many sentences found in newspaper stories simply sound stilted and unwieldy when they're
read out loud. It will actively involve participants in lectures and discussions about principles and methods of
research and feature face-to-face consultations and mentoring between participants and resource persons.
There are lots of tips for broadcast news writing that make the job a little easier. Yes No I need help Hi!
Individual sentences in broadcast copy should be short enough to be easily read in one breath.


